
Hanging Instruction.

SCALA : SCA001 / SCA002

Base panel with 12 scales

This is the base panel, 
measured 1x1m

What’s in the package?

Installation Steps.

8 Loose scales2 Loose stripes

100cm / 39”

Front Side Back
5 cm / 2”

100cm / 39”

DO NOT INSTALL UNTIL YOU HAVE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS!

GUIDELINES

- Confirm that you have the correct product and color before commencing installation.
- SCALA is made from pure brass fabric. It is a natural material that is applied by hand to the wall panels.
 the surface will display irregularities and variations in color and tone. 
- SCALA is not suitable for outdoor use or in wet areas.
- The wall should be made from plywood or particle boards. Leveled, flatten, and smoothen.
- Wearing gloves during installation to avoid fingerprints staining the surface of the panels.
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TOOL & EQUIPMENTS

- Construction Adhesive such as Liquid Nails.
- A straight edged level piece of wood running the length of the designated wall surface to support the
installation process (the Wood Support).
- Tacks / nails to temporarily attach the wood support to the wall. 
- Wood screws at least at 2 1/2”
- Laser level or normal level.



Hanging Instruction.

Installing orders will start from the bottom left to the top right.

Use a level to mark the first panel’s bottom and left. 
Mark sure that they are 90 degrees alighted.

Wood Support can be used under the bottom line to support the 
panels while the Adhesive is going through the curing process and 
avoid any slippage caused by the weight of the tiles.

Glue the back of the panel with the Nail Glue and attach it to the wall.

Screw through the panel onto the wooden wall on 2 flat stripes areas.
You can use 3+ screws across the length. Do the same for both stripes.

You can keep installing until the last panels and let them all cured.

Glue on the back of the loose stripes and place them on top of the ares 
where the screws lines are.  
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The back of the loose stripe.

Glue
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AUSARA SURFACE & TEXTILE 81 Moo 12 Bangplee Samutprakarn Thailand 10540
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Please contact for more informations.

Each SQM of SCALA comes with 8 extra loose scales. Use them to camouflage the seems as we show here
or anywhere you wish! This picture is 4SQM.


